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In June 1917, Butte, Montana experienced what is, to date, the worst hard rock mining disaster in 
American history. A fire took the lives of 163 men in the Granite Mountain and its sister shaft, the 
Speculator. Some of these men died of burns, others were crushed by falling rock as the tunnels caved 
in, but most suffocated as deadly carbon monoxide and other gasses infiltrated all levels of the mines. 
Michael Punke brings this incredible disaster to life in Fire and Brimstone, offering readers a glimpse of 
the unimaginable terror, grief, tragedy, and heroism that took place above and below ground in Butte 
during the summer of 1917.  
 
Punke’s descriptions of the events leading up to, during, and after the Granite Mountain fire are 
gripping. All dialogue in Punke’s narrative was taken directly from primary sources – contemporary 
newspaper articles, survivor interviews, and official reports. None was invented, which is an impressive 
feat, considering the narrative’s incredible readability. Punke has succeeded at a very difficult task: 
making scholarly nonfiction read like bestselling historical fiction.  
 
There were many heroes during the Granite Mountain fire. There was Manus Duggan, the brave and 
persistent “nipper” whose quick action and unswerving leadership kept several men alive for over 36 
hours 2,400 feet underground. J.D. Moore kept a number of others alive in a similar manner – behind a 
quickly constructed bulkhead to keep out poisonous gas – for over four days. Sadly, neither Duggan nor 
Moore survived the disaster. Ernest Sullau, who accidentally started the deadly fire, died while running 
from tunnel to tunnel underground warning men to get to the surface. His actions saved countless lives.  
 
Punke’s work is more than a narrative of the days of the Granite Mountain disaster, but a detailed look 
at the events leading up to and following the fire. His history begins with the infamous War of the 
Copper Kings; Punke describes how the actions of William A. Clark, Marcus Daly, and Augustus Heinze 
created the Butte of 1917, including the labor conditions in the city’s many mines. Punke also outlines 
the political battles that followed the disaster. Labor unions fought for the rights of the city’s many 
miners against “the Company” (the Anaconda Company, which had a monopoly on mining operations 
after the North Butte Company shuttered in the wake of the disaster). Punke cleanly weaves the sagas 
of the embattled Industrial Workers of the World, the lynching of Frank Little, the Montana Council of 
Defense, and the political wars of the upstanding Burton K. Wheeler into this narrative, describing how 
these were all precipitated by the North Butte disaster. Thus, Fire and Brimstone becomes a thorough 
and highly readable history of one of the most tumultuous times in the Butte’s history – a city with more 
than its fair share of tumult and colorful history.  


